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ABSTRACT 

    This thesis implemented variable probability sampling into carbon inventory and tested 

the possibility of using sampling to correct LiDAR- assisted enhanced forest inventory 

for carbon estimation. At first, the efficiency of big BAF sampling was tested using 

simulation to develop sample designs and estimate costs. Then, list sampling with big 

BAF sample plots was implemented in a case study carried out at the 5th Canadian 

Division Support Base Gagetown. In this case study, double sampling with ratio 

estimation was used to calibrate LiDAR-derived estimates of total volume. Standing trees 

and dead woody debris carbon estimates were made. Our results showed that big BAF 

sampling is very efficient for carbon inventory and that a sampling to correct approach 

using list sampling can yield accurate estimates of aboveground carbon. 
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1.1 Carbon and Forests 

Global warming and climate change have received increasing attention from the public 

and governments. Forests are considered to be the second largest carbon (C) pool (Pilli et 

al. 2013), and, therefore, have become an essential part of the global C budgets and 

management strategies (Moroni et al. 2010). Atmospheric C could be sequestered by live 

trees and could also be stored in down wood, dead organic matters, soil organic matter, 

and some forest products (Smith et al. 2006). Forestry activities could have effects on 

sequestrating atmospheric C and mitigating greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Smith et 

al. 2006). To understand how forests influence the global C cycle, it is necessary to 

analyze the change in forest C stocks and quantify those C stocks in stand and forests 

over time (Granier et al. 2000).  

To slow the climate change effects and mitigate the GHG emissions, the Kyoto 

Protocol and the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 

have established the GHG emissions targets for industrialized countries (Brown and 

Schroeder 1999; Pilli et al. 2013). Many forest projects protocols, such as the Climate 

Action Reserve (CAR) from California and the Verified Carbon Standard (VCS) from 

Canada, have been developed to define requirements and provide guidance for GHG 

reduction and removal projects and programs (Brown 2002). Forest owners need to 

follow these standards to assess their GHG reductions and removals for the purpose of 

gaining carbon offsets credits (Climate Action Reserve 2017). According to these forest 

project protocols, the forest carbon pool has been divided into several components, 

including standing live and dead C, down dead wood C, shrubs and herbaceous 

understory C, litter and duff C, soil C and wood products C. The selection of pools to be 
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measured depends on how much the C pool is corelated to your project, such as pools 

with magnitude change under your management projects are expected to be measured 

(Pearson et al. 2007). Among all of these C pools, aboveground biomass is the most 

important and essential pool to be measured in all forest projects (Brown 2002). 

Therefore, for forest managers and woodlot owners, having an accurate and efficient 

measure of aboveground C stocks on their landscape is important and necessary for 

making management plans to increase forest C sequestration and enter into carbon 

markets. To save time and costs, sampling, rather than censusing, is needed to collect 

necessary information (Kershaw et al. 2016). The target sampling precision for 

measuring C stocks is within ±10% sampling error with 95% confidence (Pearson et al. 

2007). Many forestry projects show that this precision can be reach if correct sampling 

design and field data collection procedures are followed (Brown 2002). However, the 

recommended sampling method in many forest projects is simple random sampling, 

systematic sampling or stratified random sampling combined with fixed area sample plots 

(Brown 2002; Pearson et al. 2007; Ravindranath and Ostwald 2008). While these 

sampling methods provide accurate estimates, they are not necessarily efficient and 

require relatively high investments of time. Often these requirements are beyond the 

financial means of small landowners (Russell-Roy et al. 2014). An efficient and cost-

effective sample design and field data collection method is needed for small landowners 

to accurately measure and estimate C stocks in the various C pools on their landscape 

(Chen et al. In Press; Russell-Roy et al. 2014).  
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1.2 Sampling Designs 

    A sample design can be thought of as four components (Husch 1971; Kershaw et al. 

2016): 1) how many sampling units there will be; 2) how those sample units are selected; 

3) how measurements are acquired at the sampling unit; and 4) what estimation 

techniques are used. Components 2 and 3 are addressed in this thesis in the context of 

carbon estimation. 

In terms of sampling unit selection there are two broad types of selection methods: 

equal probability selection and variable probability selection (Freese 1962; Grosenbaugh 

1979; Iles 2003; Kershaw et al. 2016). Forests may be stratified by species composition, 

development stage, site quality, or other criteria and multistage sampling employed, but 

ultimately at the selection of individual sampling units, either equal or variable 

probability methods are used. Equal probability selection methods include simple random 

sampling and systematic sampling. Systematic sampling can be spatial (a grid overlaid on 

the area of interest) or across an ordered list of some variable of interest (Iles 2003). 

Variable probability selection can be devised in a number of ways. Random sampling 

from a distribution other than uniform can lead to variable probability selection. In forest 

inventory, the two most common selection methods are sampling with probability 

proportional to prediction (3P) and list sampling (Freese 1962; Iles 2003; Kershaw et al. 

2016). In 3P sampling, the cruiser makes a prediction of some attribute of interest or 

covariate and compares that prediction to a random number. If the prediction is greater 

than the random number, measurements are taken in the sampling unit measured, if not 

the cruiser moves to the next sampling unit. The inventory is completed when this 

predictive process is conducted at all sampling units are predicted. 3P selection is a form 
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of regression sampling (Kershaw et al. 2016) and had a brief period of wide use in the 

1960s and 1970s (Steber and Space 1972; Rennie 1976; Grosenbaugh 1979), but the 

requirement to visit every sampling unit was excessive and the technique fell into disuse 

(West 2015).  

List sampling is similar to 3P sampling but requires the covariates be determined prior 

to field sampling (3P develops the list through the sampling procedure). The covariate 

values are summed across all units and random numbers between 0 and the total of the 

list are drawn and a sample unit is selected if the random number falls within the range of 

its value in the list (Yang et al. In Press; Freese 1962; Kershaw et al. 2016). Because list 

sampling requires the list of covariates prior to sampling, and these have been relatively 

rare in the past, list sampling has never seen wide use in forest inventory (Kershaw et al. 

2016). Despite these limitation, variable probability sampling can be a very efficient 

sampling scheme (Basu 1969). 

Light detection and ranging (LiDAR) with its high spatial resolution and wide 

continuous landscape coverage offers new potential for variable probability selection 

processes. Yang et al. (In Press) compared a number of sample selection designs based on 

LiDAR attributes and showed that list sampling and 3P sampling, when combined with 

ratio estimation, outperformed all other selection designs. Hsu et al. (In Review) showed 

that list sampling, based on LiDAR-derived enhanced forest inventory (EFI) estimates, 

was an efficient method for local calibration of EFI estimates. While LiDAR has been 

used for estimating aboveground biomass (Hayashi et al. 2015), it has not been widely 

used in carbon estimation and carbon offset projects (E. McGarrigle, pers. comm.). 
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In terms of how measurements are acquired at the sampling unit, again equal 

probability and variable probability methods are employed. Fixed area plots are the 

typical equal probability method used in forestry. Angle count sampling, or horizontal 

point sampling as it is commonly known (Bitterlich 1984; Iles 2003; Kershaw et al. 

2016), is the most common variable probability method used in forestry. Big BAF 

sampling is a variant of horizontal point sampling that uses 2 angle gauges: a small one to 

select count trees for estimating basal area, and a large one for selecting trees for detailed 

measurement and calculation of the volume to basal area ratio (Iles 2003; Marshall et al. 

2004).  Yang et al. (2017) showed that optimal selection of small (count BAF) and large 

(measure BAF) angle gauges influenced both sample precision and inventory costs. Their 

study showed that the choice of count BAF had a greater impact on sample efficiency 

than choice of measure BAF. While Iles (2003) shows that big BAF sampling can be 

used for any stand attribute of interest, big BAF sampling has not been used in carbon 

estimation to our knowledge. 

1.3 Objectives 

The objective of this thesis is to implement variable probability sampling into carbon 

inventory and test the possibility of using sampling to correct LiDAR attributes for 

carbon estimation. Yang et al. (2017) showed that big BAF sampling could significantly 

reduce sampling error and costs for volume estimation. Therefore, the efficiency of big 

BAF sampling for carbon inventory will be explored in this thesis. Hsu et al. (In Review) 

tested the efficiency of calibrating LiDAR estimates of total volume using sampling to 

correct approach for several sampling methods, and found that list sampling was the most 
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efficient sampling method for small-scale forest inventories. In a case study carried out at 

the 5th Canadian Division Support Base Gagetown, the efficiency of list sampling 

combined with big BAF sample points to estimate carbon will be examined. The outcome 

of this thesis will provide a new option for forest managers and small landowners to 

estimate carbon storage on their landscape within cost constraints. 

1.4 Thesis Layout 

This thesis is divided into four chapters: Chapter 1 Introduction; Chapter 2: 

Application of big BAF sampling for estimating carbon on small woodlots (Chen et al. In 

Press); Chapter 3: Carbon estimation using sampling to correct LiDAR-assisted enhanced 

forest inventory estimates (Chen et al. In Prep); and Chapter 4 Conclusions. Work 

presented in this thesis represents a collaborative effort between students within Dr. 

Kershaw’s lab, and collaborators external to UNB. I was responsible for the data 

compilation, analysis, development of figures and tables for results, interpretation and 

implication of findings and writing.    

1.5 Reference 
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2.1 Introduction 

    Forests are globally significant carbon (C) pools, and can be managed to sequester 

additional atmospheric C. Approximately 60% of terrestrial C is estimated to be stored in 

forest ecosystems (Elias and Potvin 2003). One of the widely-used indicators of forest 

ecosystem C is aboveground forest biomass (Case and Hall 2008). To estimate this 

aboveground forest biomass, a forest inventory is needed to collect relevant data. With all 

forest inventories, there is a need for accurate and precise estimates that are balanced by a 

need to be cost efficient (Kershaw et al. 2016) Therefore, a good forest inventory of 

aboveground forest biomass using appropriate sampling that yields reliable estimates 

with minimal costs and human effort is essential for better quantifying forest C stocks 

(Ravindranath and Ostwald 2008).  

    The most commonly used sampling methods for carbon projects are simple random 

sampling, stratified random sampling, or systematic sampling with rectangular or square 

shaped fixed area sample plots (Brown 1999, 2002; Ravindranath and Ostwald 2008). 

Very few carbon inventories actually measure carbon content directly (Brown 2002) and, 

instead, rely on common individual tree measurements (such as diameter and height) and 

allometric equations (Brown 1999; Lambert et al. 2005; Heath et al. 2009). The use of 

allometric equations reduces the task of carbon estimation to a standard forest inventory 

where the main concerns are: how many sample points; how these sample points are 

located across the area of interest; what types of sample units to use; what tree attributes 

to measure and record; and whether or not to apply hierarchical or subsampling selection 

schemes (Kershaw et al. 2016). 
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    The use of fixed-area plots has a long history in forest inventory and forest monitoring 

(Iles 2003; Kershaw et al. 2016), and has been advocated as the preferred method for 

carbon estimation and monitoring (Brown 1999, 2002). Using fixed area plots to collect 

data is relatively straight forward, and can be easily applied to standing trees and other 

materials in the forest (Kershaw et al. 2016). Other reasons for preferring fixed area plot 

sampling in forest projects include: 1) fixed area plots are suitable for both large plots 

and small plots; 2) easy to draw their boundaries for periodical and long-term monitoring; 

and 3) easy to record GPS readings for subsequent remeasurement and monitoring 

(Ravindranath and Ostwald 2008). However, measurement of all trees in a sample plot 

using fixed-area plot sampling is expensive and time consuming, even with the most 

advanced measurement technology (Rice et al. 2014). In addition, Rice et al. (2014) 

showed that challenges such as errors in stem tallies and in establishing plot boundaries 

may contribute to bias in fixed area sampling, and the desired accuracy or precision may 

not be achieved even without these field errors. Thus, a more efficient method of 

collecting field measurements is needed to improve accuracy, and minimize costs and 

human errors. 

    Horizontal point sampling (HPS) samples trees proportional to their diameter at breast 

height (DBH). In HPS, a horizontal angle is projected and rotated 360° about plot center.  

Trees that are larger than the projected angle are tallied as “in” trees. Because of the 

sampling geometry, basal area (BA) per unit area is estimated by multiplying the count of 

“in” trees by the basal area factor (BAF). The ability to estimate BA by counting trees 

rather than measuring all the tree diameters makes HPS a very efficient sampling scheme 
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since BA is closely correlated with other forest attributes of interest such as volume, 

biomass, and C (Kershaw et al. 2016).   

    Big BAF sampling is a subsampling modification of HPS (Iles 2003; Marshall et al. 

2004), which is aimed at improving the efficiency and accuracy of HPS while reducing 

measurement costs. Two angle gauges are used in big BAF sampling: a small angle 

gauge is used to select count trees and estimate BA per unit area (count BAF); then a 

larger BAF angle gauge is used to select trees for detailed measurement of volume or 

other attributes of interest (measure BAF). These measure trees are used to estimate the 

ratio between volume and/or other attributes (such as biomass or C) and basal area 

(XBAR, where X denotes volume or any other attribute of interest) (Iles 2003; Marshall 

et al. 2004; Kershaw et al. 2016). Because the variation in count trees between sample 

points is much larger than the variation in XBAR, big BAF sampling allocates more 

efforts to counting tree  (i.e., more sample points) rather than to measuring trees which 

leads to time and cost savings (Marshall et al. 2004; Yang et al. 2017). Therefore, only a 

small portion of trees across the entire sample, selected using a larger BAF angle gauge, 

needs to be measured.   

    Quantifying the effects of count BAF (cBAF) and measure BAF (mBAF) on sampling 

outcomes is essential for making informed design decisions when using big BAF 

sampling (Yang et al. 2017). Yang et al. (2017) explored the interactions between count 

BAF (cBAF) and measure BAF (mBAF) on overall sampling error, minimum sample 

size requirements, and costs in a mixed species forest structure in northeastern North 

America, and found that the choice of cBAF had a bigger impact on both overall 

sampling error and minimum sample size requirements than did the choice of mBAF 
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when coefficients of variation of VBAR (CV(VBAR)) were low. The wide range of 

choice for mBAF at low CV(VBAR) can save substantial inventory investment by 

choosing a larger mBAF, since the cost of measuring trees is higher than counting trees. 

However, when CV(VBAR) increased, choice of mBAF became increasingly important 

and more measure trees were required (Yang et al. 2017). Yang et al.’s (2017) work also 

showed that trade-offs between cBAF and mBAF became increasingly important as 

inventory resources became more limiting. 

    In the eastern Canadian provinces of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, almost half of 

the forested land is in small private ownership. Given the current low markets for 

pulpwood and sawlog material, small private landowners are looking for alternative 

markets for their forest products. The potential offered by monetized carbon offset 

programs is large, and may help prevent the conversion of forested land to other uses 

and/or the abandonment of forest management by small private woodlot owners. 

Monetized carbon markets, in addition to potentially helping to slow the rates of 

anthropogenic climate change, offers forest land owners a new potential market for their 

forest products. However, the requirements for an Improved Forest Management project 

under a monetized offset program are often beyond the financial ability of individual 

small private woodlot owners. Russell-Roy et al. (2014) estimated costs of developing a 

compliance market oriented Improved Forest Management project on 391 ha of forest-

land in Vermont at USD $78,650 for project development alone. The estimated costs of a 

forest field inventory under this same scenario was USD $12,903 for the same 391 ha, 

with inventories required to be updated every 10-12 years throughout the 100-year 

project timeline.  Additional costs beyond those above were also identified in the same 
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study, highlighting the considerable cost barriers that small landowners face in accessing 

carbon offset markets. Big BAF sampling for C might be one way to potentially reduce 

the costs associated with the forest field inventories required at project initiation and 

throughout the additional verification events, required every 10-12 years throughout the 

project lifetime. 

    To best apply big BAF sampling in carbon inventories, it is important to explore 

whether the efficiency gained from VBAR can be extended to the carbon: basal area ratio 

(CBAR) and to quantify the interactions between cBAF and mBAF on overall sampling 

error, sample size requirements, and costs. The objectives of this study were 1) explore 

the impact of CBAR on sampling outcomes for both total C and C by component; 2) 

explore the impact of the choice of cBAF and mBAF on overall sampling error; 3) 

explore minimum sample size requirements and costs for different count and measure 

BAF combinations to determine optimum combinations. 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Study site  

    This study was conducted in the Noonan Research Forest (NRF, N 45°59’12”, W 

66°25’15”), a 1531-hectare forest located 30 km northwest of Fredericton, New 

Brunswick, Canada. Since 1985, the forest is managed by The University of New 

Brunswick. In 2002, a total of 296 stands were delineated on the NRF, of which 38 stands 

were considered non- forested stands and 19 stands were recently harvested. Hardwood, 

mixed and softwood stands compose the remaining 239 stands. These stands all 

originated following land clearing and fire in the 1920s. 
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    A permanent 100m by 100m inventory grid was overlaid on the NRF in a north-south, 

east-west orientation (Fig. 2.1). In this study we used random selection within stand 

polygons, and 3 grid intersections per stand were randomly selected. In stands with 3 or 

less grid intersections, all grid intersections within that stand were selected. A total of 705 

sample points was selected (approximately 1 point per 2 ha), and all data were collected 

in the summer and early fall of 2002 using a 2M basal area factor angle gauge (i.e., each 

tally tree represented 2 m2ha-1 of basal area.  

    Diameter at breast height (DBH, nearest 0.1 cm), distance from sample point to tree 

center (DIST, 0.1 m), and species were recorded for each count “in” tree. Total height 

(TOTHT, nearest 0.1 m) was measured on a subsample of up to three trees per species 

per plot. For each species the diameter distributions were divided into thirds and one tree 

selected from each third. Species-specific height-diameter equations were derived from 

the subsampled heights and total height for all trees estimated. A total of 8518 trees were 

tallied and 4572 trees were selected for height measurement. 

The BAF at which trees become borderline (maxBAF) for all trees was calculated 

using measured DBH and DIST: 

   (2.1) 

and used in the sample simulations to quickly determine if trees were “in” or “out” for a 

given BAF (see Yang et al. (2017) for more details). 

max BAF = DBH
2 ⋅DIST

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

2
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2.2.2 Carbon Estimation  

    To estimate aboveground Carbon (C) storage, aboveground biomass (AGB) needs to 

be estimated first using allometric equations (Elias and Potvin 2003). Using Lambert et 

al.'s (2005) Canadian biomass equations, aboveground biomass was estimated by four 

components/pools (stem wood, stem bark, leaf, and branches) for each tree. Total 

biomass was calculated by summing across the four components. Total C and C by 

component (kg) were estimated using the species-specific conversion factors from 

Lamlom and Savidge (2003) for each tree. The carbon to basal area ratio (kg m-2) for 

total, stem wood, stem bark, branch, and leaf, were calculated by dividing the estimated 

C component by tree basal area: 

   (2.2) 

where  = the carbon to basal area ratio of the X carbon component (total, stem 

wood, stem bark, leaf or branches) for the ith sample tree (kg×m-2);  = estimated X 

carbon component (total, stem wood, stem bark, leaf or branches) for the ith sample tree 

(kg);  = the basal area of the ith sample tree (m2);  = the measured diameter at 

breast height of the ith sample tree (cm). 

2.2.3 big BAF Sample Simulation 

    The 705 plots measured in the original complete inventory of NRF were used here to 

simulate smaller sample sizes. Sample plots were selected using simple random 

sampling, and 250 replicate sample simulations were generated with different fixed 

XCBARi =
CX ,i
BAi

=
CX ,i

0.00007854 ⋅DBHi
2

XCBARi

CX ,i

BAi DBHi
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sample sizes ranging from 20 to 100 in steps of 10 and from 100 to 200 in steps of 50. 

Count BAFs (cBAF) ranged from 2 to 30M in steps of 2 and measure BAFs (mBAF) 

ranged from 4 to 100M in steps of 4. Only combinations where mBAF > cBAF were used 

and all allowable combinations of cBAF × mBAF were simulated on each sample point 

selected in each replicate sample simulation. Count and measure trees were determined 

using maxBAF, if maxBAF was greater than or equal to the tested cBAF, then the tree 

was considered “in” for that sample point and cBAF. Likewise, measure trees were those 

trees that had a maxBAF that was greater than or equal to a the tested mBAF.  

2.2.4 Data Analyses 

    To explore the influence of cBAF and mBAF on sampling outcomes on total C and 

different C components, trends were evaluated across the range of cBAFs and mBAFs. 

For each sample combination (cBAF × mBAF × sample replicate), average basal area per 

hectare (m2ha-1) was estimated using: 

   (2.3) 

where  is the average basal area (m2ha-1);  is the number of count trees on the ith 

sample point; cBAF is the count BAF; N is the number of sample plots. The mean 

XCBAR was calculated by averaging the individual tree XCBARs across all measure 

trees in the sample (mean ratio estimator):  

BA =
gi ⋅cBAF( )

i=1

N

∑
N

BA gi
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   (2.4)      

where  = the carbon: basal area ratio of the Xth C component for the mth measure 

tree (kg∙m-2); M = the total number of measure trees in the sample;  = the content of 

the Xth C component in the mth measure tree (kg);  = the basal area of the mth 

measure tree (m2); and  = the DBH of the mth measure tree (cm). Average C per 

ha (kg∙ha-1) by C component is then obtained by multiplying each  by : 

   (2.5)           

Bruce’s formula (Goodman 1960; Yang et al. 2017) was used to estimate percent 

sampling error for each C component for each sample combination: 

   (2.6) 

where,          

   (2.7) 

where  is either Counts or XCBAR,  is the associated standard error, s is standard 

deviation;  = coefficient of variation; and n = sample size (Note that while 

XCBAR =
XCBARm

m=1

M

∑
M

= 1
M

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

XCm
BAm

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
= 1
M

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

XCm
0.00007854 ⋅DBHm

2

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟m=1

M

∑
m=1

M

∑

XCBAR

XCm

BAm

DBHm

XCBAR BA

XC = XCBAR ⋅BA

se% XC( ) = se%2 Counts( )+ se%2 XCBAR( )

se% Y( ) = 100 sY
Y

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
= 100 s

n
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
1
Y

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
=
CV Y( )
n

Y s
Y

CV Y( )
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 > ,  =  because Count and BA differ only by 

the constant BAF, which appears in both the numerator and denominator of equation 2.7). 

    The “true” or “best” value of  (denoted as ) was assumed to be the normal 

horizontal point sample average based on cBAF=2 and all trees measured (i.e., mBAF=2) 

across the 705 sample points. and its associated standard error ( ) were 

compared to the estimates of  and  by cBAF and mBAF using beanplots 

(Kampstra 2008) and other graphical methods. 

2.2.5 Sample Size and Sample Cost Estimation 

    Using the sampling results, a nonlinear mixed effects model was fit to predict 

 as a function of sample size (Yang et al. 2017): 

   (2.8) 

with random effects for cBAF and mBAF nested within cBAF fitted for both b0 and b1. 

Using the random effects, the variance contributions associated with cBAF and mBAF 

were estimated for each C component. The minimum samples sizes required for 10% 

error were then estimated for each C component over the range of cBAF and mBAF. 

    Yang et al. (2017) outlined methods for determining costs associated with big BAF 

sampling and their methods were used here to estimate inventory costs associated with 

the various C components and combinations of cBAF and mBAF. Yang et al.’s (2017) 

cost equation was: 

se BA( ) se(Counts) se% Counts( ) se% BA( )

XC XC!

XC! se% XC!( )
XC se% XC( )

se% XC( )

se% XC( ) = b0 1
nb1

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
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   (2.9) 

where  = the costs of planning the forest inventory;  = the costs 

associated with plot establishment; k = the costs of a count tree determined, species 

identified and DBH measured; r = costs to measure tree height; w = travel costs between 

sample points (dollars/m travelled); A = total area of forest in squared units of distance; n 

= number of points. Assuming a two-person crew-day costs $650.00 Canadian, and using 

the time-motion values reported by Yang et al. (2017), the coefficients in equation 9 were 

as follows:  = $1300.00 (assumed two days for planning);  = $2.70; k 

= $0.765; r = $4.41; and w = $ 0.0945. Using these values and the minimum sample sizes 

estimated from Eq. 2.8, total inventory costs were calculated. Design effects, defined as 

the relative efficiency of sample design 1 versus sample design 2 (Särndal et al. 1992), 

were calculated as the ratio of costs of the two sample designs: 

   (2.10) 

If DE < 1, then sample design 1 is more efficient than sample design 2. In this study, 

sample design 1 and 2 are various cBAF and mBAF combinations. 

CostTotal = CostOverhead + n ⋅ costEst + k ⋅
BA
cBAF

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ + r ⋅n ⋅

BA
mBAF

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ + w ⋅ n ⋅ A

Costoverhead CostEst

CostOverhead CostEst

DE1,2 =
Cost1
Cost2
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Coefficients of Variation 

    Figure 2.2 shows coefficients of variation (CV) for count BAF (cBAF) and the various 

carbon: basal area ratios (CBAR) by basal area factor (BAF). As expected, the CV for 

counts increased rapidly with increasing cBAF. The CBARs, on the other hand, were 

relatively constant over the range of mBAF. Total CBAR CV averaged just above 20% 

while wood and bark CBARs CVs averaged about 25% across all mBAFs explored in 

this study. Branch and leaf CBARs CVs were more variable, averaging about 42%, but 

also independent of mBAF.   

2.3.2 Carbon Estimates 

    The average total aboveground live tree carbon (kg ha-1) based on the field data was 

40046.39 kg ha-1 (±16.5% CV). Wood C was 27824.40 kg ha-1 (±16.6% CV), bark C was 

4126.37 kg ha-1 (±16.9% CV), branch C was 6002.55 kg ha-1 (±18.7% CV), and leaf C 

was 2093.07 kg ha-1 (±18.8% CV). Bias was minimal for total carbon across most 

combinations of cBAF, mBAF, and sample size (Fig. 2.3). From Figure 2.3, it can be 

seen that variation in carbon estimates increased with increasing cBAF, but remained 

more or less constant with increasing mBAF. As expected, increasing sample size 

decreased sample error (Fig. 2.3). Similar to the results of total carbon, variation 

increased with increasing cBAF for all carbon components (Fig. 2.4). For the wood, bark, 

and branch components, bias increased with increasing cBAF but generally remained 

small (less than about 6% overall).  
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2.3.3 Sample Size Effects  

    Table 2.1 shows the fixed effect parameter estimates and associated regression 

statistics for Eq. 2.8. The full model with all random effects accounted for 84% of the 

variation in SE%, with the fixed effects component accounting for 64%. Random effects 

associated with the b1 parameter were quite small, though significant (p < .05) cBAF 

accounted for an additional 22% of the variation in SE% while mBAF within cBAF only 

accounted for 1% of the variation. cBAF had a larger effect on percent standard error 

than did mBAF (Fig. 2.5). Similar results were found for each of the 4 carbon 

components (Fig. 2.6 & Fig. 2.7). Higher cBAF led to higher SE%, especially for branch 

and foliage (Fig. 2.6). Effects of mBAF are not apparent among four components (Fig. 

2.7), especially for wood and bark that had lower CV. 

2.3.4 Sample Cost Efficiency  

    Figure 8 shows the inventory costs associated with different cBAFs, mBAFs, and stand 

basal areas. As cBAF increased, overall inventory costs (as estimated using Eq. 2.9) 

increased. Within each cBAF there was an optimal mBAF observed (Fig. 2.8A). The best 

combination of cBAF/mBAF in this study was 2/24. As basal area decreased, variability 

in counts increased, and associated inventory costs increased (Fig. 2.8B). As with 

increasing cBAF, each level of basal area had an optimal combination of cBAF/mBAF. 

The optimal mBAF increased with increasing stand basal area. 

The design effects, expressed in terms of cost of inventory design 1 versus inventory 

design 2 showed trends similar to those observed in Fig. 2.8 for total cost (Appendix A). 

Design effects < 1 indicated that the column design was superior to the row design. For 
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each cBAF, design effect decreased with increasing mBAF up to some optimal mBAF, 

then increased slightly with increasing mBAF. As observed for total costs, the overall 

optimum cBAF/mBAF combination was 2/24.  

2.4 Discussion 

The need for accurate carbon estimates is important for landowners wanting to enter 

monetized carbon markets (Radtke et al. 2017). A variety of sample designs have been 

used (Ravindranath and Ostwald 2008) and protocols for verifying and monitoring 

carbon offset programs established (Brown 1999). Inventory costs are often one of the 

barriers for many landowners (Charnley et al. 2010). Subsampling schemes are 

frequently used in forest inventories because they increase sample efficiency and 

decrease sample costs (Bell et al. 1983; Iles 2003; Kershaw et al. 2016). BigBAF 

sampling has been shown to be a very efficient sampling scheme for estimating volume 

(Desmarais 2002; Iles 2003; Marshall et al. 2004; Yang et al. 2017). Our results indicate 

that bigBAF sampling also is an effective sampling design for estimating carbon. Our 

optimal design using a 2M cBAF and a 24M mBAF produced a standard error of 10% at 

a cost of approximately $3,500 Canadian, compared to the full Noonan inventory (the 

original 705 HPS plots with complete tree measurement) which cost about $40,000 and 

produced an error of just less than 2%. 

The combination of cBAF and mBAF drives inventory costs (Yang et al. 2017). 

Understanding these effects is important when designing cost effective inventories. 

Optimal mBAF depended upon choice of cBAF (Fig. 2.8). Choosing an mBAF smaller 

than optimal had greater impacts on costs than choosing one larger. Our results indicate 
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that the optimal sampling surface is very steep when expressed in terms of total inventory 

costs (Fig. 2.8). Lynch (2017) found that the cost – optimal plot size sample surface was 

very flat, suggesting that there was a lot of choice between numbers of plots and plot size 

that had little influence on overall cost efficiency; however, Yang et al. (2017) showed 

that optimum choice became more critical when inventory resources were limited. Given 

that we were focused on minimizing costs, our resulting sampling surface was steeper 

than what was observed in either Lynch (2017) or Yang et al. (2017). 

In this study we did not consider stratified sampling because of the relatively uniform 

stand conditions across the NRF. Stratification is another sampling method that can 

reduce sample sizes (Iles 2003). Stratified sampling is most effective when the variation 

between strata is much larger than the variations within strata (Kershaw et al. 2016). In 

forests where stand origin, silviculture history, and site quality varies, stratified sampling 

can be an effective design and should be considered. Optimizing cBAF and mBAF by 

strata could further increase sample efficiency and reduce costs. 

Like Yang et al. (2017) found for CV(VBAR) (volume: basal area ratio), we found that 

CV(CBAR) was not influenced by increasing mBAF. Initially this might imply that 

increasing mBAF would always decrease costs; however, this was not what was observed 

(Fig. 2.8). As mBAF increases, the number of plots without a measure tree increases, and, 

at some point, overall sample size begins to increase in order to sample enough measure 

trees, thus increasing costs. 

Costs are only one consideration in the overall inventory design. The results need to be 

accurate and free from substantial bias. As has been demonstrated elsewhere for volume 

(Marshall et al. 2004, Yang et al. 2017), big BAF sampling for carbon produced 
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consistent estimates of mean carbon with little or no bias across a wide range of cBAF, 

mBAF, and sample sizes (Figs. 2.3 & 2.4).  When considering the components of carbon 

(Wood, Bark, Branches, and Leaf) CV(CBARS) were generally larger than for total 

carbon (Fig. 2.2). This increase in CV will increase inventory costs (Yang et al. 2017). 

For example, in this study, the estimation of leaf carbon would require, on average, about 

4.5 times more plots than what are required for estimating total carbon. Estimation of the 

amounts of carbon in different pools is an important component of any carbon offset plan 

(Brown 2002), and can have huge impacts on the inventory costs associated with 

establishing baselines. We used allometric equations (Lambert et al. 2005) to obtain 

estimates of biomass that were then converted to carbon. Component ratios (Heath et al. 

2009) have been shown to be less variable than the use of allometric equations (however, 

see the recent work by Zhao et al. (2018), which indicated that component ratio equation 

did not show to be less variable than allometric equations for components). Incorporating 

a component ratio approach into our big BAF sampling scheme may reduce the CVs 

associated with the various carbon components and reduce the costs required to estimate 

these at the accuracies required by carbon offset programs. 

2.5 Conclusions 

    Big BAF sampling has been shown to be an effective sampling design for volume 

(Corrin 1998; Desmarais 2002; Marshall et al. 2004). We show that this efficiency can be 

extended to the estimation of carbon. Despite the known gains in efficiency, big BAF has 

only received moderate acceptance in operational forest inventories. The perceived 

efficiency already associated with horizontal point sampling may contribute to the slow 
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adoption of big BAF sampling in operational inventories (Yang et al. 2017). Our results 

demonstrate the potential impacts big BAF can have on overall inventory costs. 

Producing accurate carbon estimates at a reduced cost minimizes one of the existing 

barriers for landowners considering entry into a carbon offset program. Big BAF 

sampling should be considered by landowners seeking a cost-effective inventory system 

for estimating carbon.   
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Table 2.1 Fixed effects parameter estimates (standard errors in parentheses) and associated 

regression statistics for Eq. 8 predicting %SE given sample size and random effects associated with 

cBAF and mBAF nested within cBAF. RE() indicates the standard error associated with the random 

effects. 

Factor Parameter 

 b0 b1 

Fixed effects 135.06(4.208) -0.510(0.0006) 

RE(cBAF) 22.6 0.003 

RE(mBAF within cBAF) 1.1 0.005 

Fixed R2 0.64 

Random R2  

 cBAF 0.83 

 mBAF within cBAF 0.84 

rMSE 2.13 
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Figure 2.1 Map of Noonan Research Forest showing stand polygons by forest type and sample point 

locations. 
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Figure 2.2 Coefficients of variation for count BAF and for each carbon component: basal area ratio 

(XCBAR) by basal area factor. 
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Figure 2.3 Beanplots of estimated total carbon across the range of count basal area factor (cBAF, m2 

ha-1 tree-1) or measure basal area factor (mBAF, m2 ha-1 tree-1). A) fixed measure BAF is 20 and 

sample size is 20; B) fixed measure BAF is 20 and sample is 100; C) fixed count BAF is 20 and sample 

size is 20; D) fixed count BAF is 20 and sample size is 100. (grey line shows the value of estimated 

total carbon from normal horizontal sampling across 705 sample points). 
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Figure 2.4 Beanplots of estimated carbon component: A) wood, B) bark, C) branches, and D) leaves 

for fixed measure BAF 20 and sample size 100 across the range of cBAF (grey lines show the 

estimated value of each carbon component using normal horizontal point sampling across the full 

705 sample points). 
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Figure 2.5 Percent standard error for each sample size under A) different cBAF (2, 4, 8, 12) with 

mBAF=16 and B) different mBAF (4,8,12,16) with cBAF=2. HPS refers to the full Noonan inventory 

using normal horizontal point sample with a 2M BAF. 
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Figure 2.6 Percent standard error for each sample size under different cBAF (2, 4, 8, 12) with 

mBAF=16 for each carbon component A) wood, B) bark, C) branches, and D) leaves. HPS refers to 

the full Noonan inventory using normal horizontal point sample with a 2M BAF. 
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Figure 2.7 Percent standard error for each sample size under different mBAF (4,8,12,16) with 

cBAF=2 for each carbon component A) wood, B) bark, C) branches, and D) leaves. HPS refers to the 

full Noonan inventory using normal horizontal point sample with a 2M BAF. 
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Figure 2.8 Costs and minimum sample size for A) fixed stand BA/ha (20.3 m2ha-1) and different cBAF 

(2, 4, 8, 12) and B) fixed cBAF (2) with different stand BA/ha (10, 20, 30, 40 m2ha-1). 
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Chapter 3 Carbon estimation using sampling to correct LiDAR-assisted 

forest inventory estimates  
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3.1 Introduction 

Globally, forests are considered to have a large effect on the atmospheric carbon ( C ) 

sequestration (Kurz et al. 2016). Increased atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) is 

considered to be responsible for global warming and climate change (Neilson et al. 

2007), and much effort has focused on reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and 

increasing atmospheric C removal (Smyth et al. 2017). Across all carbon pools, 

aboveground tree biomass and dead wood are two important carbon pools in forest 

ecosystems. Accurately and precisely estimating C storage in these pools is an important 

component of forest offset projects.  

Directly estimating C from field measurements is the most conventional method and 

provides accurate estimates; however, this method can be time consuming and costly, 

especially for a large forest areas (Vashum 2012). For example, in a review by Brown 

(2002), permanent, fixed-area plots were the recommended protocol for estimating C in 

forest offset projects. While permanent, fixed-area plots may provide convenient 

verification, the costs of such inventories are often prohibitively high, and may exclude 

smaller landowners from entry into carbon markets (Chen et al. In Press; Russell-Roy et 

al. 2014). Variable probability sampling techniques, such as horizontal point sampling 

(Bitterlich 1984; Iles 2003; Kershaw et al. 2016) and big BAF sampling (Iles 2003; 

Marshall et al. 2004; Yang et al. 2017), have been shown to be very efficient for 

estimating volume. Recently, Chen et al. (In Press) showed that the big BAF method can 

be easily, accurately, and affordably adapted to estimate aboveground forest C. 

Airborne Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) scanning is increasingly applied in 

forest ecosystem surveys and is used to provide landscape information for large forest 
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areas (Corona and Fattorini 2008). LiDAR is an active remote sensing technique that 

provides direct measurement of vegetation canopy height and sub-canopy topography 

(Wulder et al. 2008; Kershaw et al. 2016) as well as a spatially rich point cloud of the 

vegetation structure (Lefsky et al. 2002; Dassot et al. 2011; Clementel et al. 2012). In 

many jurisdictions, strategic-level “enhanced” forest inventories (EFIs) are becoming 

readily available. For example, in, Canada, the Province of New Brunswick (NB) is in the 

process of developing freely available EFIs for the entire province. While these EFIs are 

often produced at very high spatial resolutions (20m cells in NB), these strategic-level 

predictions should only be considered accurate at the landscape level and potentially 

serious local bias may exist (Hsu et al. In Review).  

While LiDAR-derived EFIs may have local errors, they represent a significant new 

source of information forest managers can use when designing operational inventories.  

Hsu et al. (In Review) demonstrated how EFI predictions could be used as covariates in a 

sampling to correct approach (Iles 2003) to locally calibrate EFI estimates of total 

volume for operational forest inventories. Hsu et al.’s (In Review) work showed that list 

sampling (Freese 1962; Kershaw et al. 2016) with ratio estimation was a cost-effective 

approach for small-scale operational inventories. Yang et al. (In Press) similarly showed 

that variable probability selection, based directly on LiDAR attributes, and ratio 

estimation performed superior to model-assisted estimation at larger scales.  

While the EFIs being developed in NB provide estimates of biomass, these are not of 

sufficient accuracy to meet carbon offset standards; however, it may be possible to use 

the EFI covariates to aid in the estimation of biomass and carbon in an approach similar 

to what Hsu et al. (In Review) did for volume. Double sampling (or sampling with 
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covariates or sampling to correct, as it is variously known) is an effective sample design 

(Hsu et al. In Review; Iles 2003; Kershaw et al. 2016) long known to the forest inventory 

literature (Freese 1962). The potential to leverage EFI estimates to make statistically-

efficient and cost-effective biomass and carbon estimates has the potential to make the 

verification standards required by carbon offset programs more affordable and accessible 

to smaller land owners.  

This study implemented a sampling to correct approach based on EFI predictions. 

Stratified list sampling was used as the selection method with bigBAF sample points used 

in the field to operationally estimate aboveground C stocks. The specific objectives of 

this study were 1) to characterize standing tree C stocks and dead woody debris (DWD) 

C stocks using sampling to correct methods for the forest management area on the 5th 

Canadian Division Support Base Gagetown (5CDSB); 2) compare the precision obtained 

using this approach to those required by carbon offset protocols; and 3) to compare the C 

estimates derived from our methods with those obtained using the Carbon Budget Model 

of the Canadian Forest Sector (CBM-CFS3) (Kurz et al. 2009).  

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Study site 

This study was conducted in the Forest Management Area on the Base Gagetown (N 

45°50¢16², W 66°26¢12²), which is a large Canadian Forces Base covering an area over 

110,000 ha located in southwestern New Brunswick, Canada (Fig. 3.1). The landbase was 

divided into four zones, including two military training zones, one forest management 
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zone, and one ecological reserves zone. This study only focuses on the forest 

management zone which was approximately 44,000 ha.  

3.2.1.1 Forest-Level Sample Design 

A LiDAR enhanced forest inventory (EFI) was commercially developed based on 

aerial LiDAR scans acquired in summer/fall 2017. The forest management area was 

divided into 11 broad forest types (FUNAs) based on aerial interpretation from images 

acquired in 2004. The EFI utilized 20m ´ 20m cells, and these cells were intersected with 

the forest type map and assigned to one of the 11 forest types based on the center point of 

each cell. The gross total volume (GTV) predictions from the EFI were used as the 

covariate in this study. Using proportional allocation across the 11 FUNAs, 200 sample 

cells were selected using list sampling protocols (Freese 1962; Cochran 1977; Kershaw et 

al. 2016). List sampling selects sampling units proportionally to their contribution to the 

total estimate. The probability of any cell selected was calculated as: 

; where, GTVij = the gross total volume in the ith cell of 

the jth FUNA and Nj =the number of cells in the jth FUNA. Selection probabilities were 

summed across the cells and standardized between 0,1 as a cumulative probability. 

Random numbers, U (0,1), were generated and used to select cells from the cumulative 

probabilities. Table 3.1 shows a summary of total EFI cells, sample sizes, and GTV 

values by FUNA. 

P selection( ) = GTV ij GTV ij
i=1

N j

∑
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3.2.1.2 Field Plot Measures 

Data for standing trees were collected using a bigBAF sampling unit (Iles 2003; 

Marshall et al. 2004) for all trees ≥ 6.0 cm dbh. A 2M BAF angle gauge was used for 

counting “in” trees and a 27M BAF angle gauge was used for selecting trees for detailed 

measurement. For all count “in” trees, species were recorded. For measure trees, diameter 

at breast height (dbh, nearest 0.1cm) and total height (nearest 0.1m) were measured.  

Data for dead woody debris (DWD) were collected using the line intersect method 

(Shiver and Borders 1996; Kershaw et al. 2016). Two 50 m transects were used. 

Transects were centered at plot center and ran north/south and east/west. Each transect 

was measured independently from the other, such that a piece of DWD crossing both 

transects was recorded twice. A tape was laid out on the ground marking off each 

transect. A piece of DWD was measured if it intersected the transect. All DWD with 

intersection diameters ≥ 6.0 cm were measured. Diameter at the intersection point was 

measured with calipers (nearest 0.1 cm) and the total length of the piece was measured 

(nearest 0.1 m) using a logger’s tape. Each piece of DWD was also classified into one of 

five decay classes (Table 3.2).  

3.2.2 Sample Estimation 

3.2.2.1 Big BAF estimation 

    Volume, biomass and carbon were calculated for each measure tree using Honer et 

al.’s (1983) equations, Lambert et al.’s (2005) Canadian biomass equations and Lamlom 

and Savidge’s (2003) species-specific C conversion factors, respectively. XBAR (X 

denotes volume, biomass, or carbon) was calculated by dividing the estimated factor 
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(volume, biomass, or carbon) by tree basal area. For example, the VBAR (volume:basal 

area ratio) was calculated as: 

   (3.1)                                                      

where, VBARi = the volume: basal area ratio for the ith tree; Vi = estimated volume for 

the ith tree; BAi = basal area for the ith tree. BBAR (biomass: basal area ratio) and 

CBAR (carbon: basal area ratio) were calculated by substituting biomass (BMi) and 

carbon content (Ci) for Vi in eq. 3.1.  Mean XBARj was calculated for each forest type 

and factor using a mean ratio approach: 

   (3.2) 

Totals per hectare for each plot were then calculated using:   

   (3.3) 

where,  = estimated total volume, biomass or carbon per hectare for the kth plot; BAF 

= 2 (count BAF = 2M BAF in this study); Mk = number of count “in” trees for the kth 

plot;  = mean volume, biomass or carbon to basal area ratio for the jth forest type. 

3.2.2.2 Dead woody debris estimation 

Volume for DWD was calculated by decay class. Volume per ha for each piece of 

DWD was calculated by multiplying piece volume by piece factor (Kershaw et al. 2016): 

VBARi =
Vi
BAi

XBARj =
XBARi

i=1

nj

∑
nj

Xk
! = BAF ⋅Mk ⋅ XBARj

X! k

XBAR j
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   (3.4) 

where,                                                 

   (3.5) 

   (3.6) 

VFi = volume per ha of the ith piece; Vi = volume of the ith piece; PFi = piece factor for 

the ith piece; S = the length of transect line (100m in this study); Di = the diameter of the 

piece at the intersection point; and Li = the piece length for the ith piece. DWD volume 

per ha was calculated for each decay class by summing all of the VFi in each decay class. 

To convert dead wood volume to biomass, we used the dead wood densities (0.4747 

g×cm-3 for decay class 1; 0.3646 g×cm-3 for decay class 2; 0.2699 g×cm-3 for decay class 3; 

0.1931 g×cm-3 for decay class 4 and 0.1215 g×cm-3 for decay class 5) for birch (Betula 

pendula and B. pubescens) from the NFI-system (Sandström et al. 2007). A conversion 

factor of 0.5 was used to convert DWD biomass to DWD carbon (Sandström et al. 2007). 

Total DWD C for each plot was the sum of C across the 5 decay classes.  

3.2.3 EFI adjustment 

    The plot totals estimated above were used to develop correction ratios for the GTVs 

from the EFI cells. For each cell sampled, a ratio between  and GTV was calculated (

 ) and the mean ratios by FUNA were estimated using a mean ratio 

approach: 

VFi =Vi ⋅PFi

PFi =
10000π
2 ⋅S ⋅ Li

,

Vi = 0.00007854Di
2Li

X!

R(X)k = X
!
k GTVk
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   (3.7) 

where = mean  and GTV ration for the jth FUNA;  =  to GTV ratio 

for the kth cell; Pj = the number of cells (plots) selected in the jth FUNA. In addition to 

the standing volume, biomass, and carbon, ratios were also calculated for DWD biomass 

and carbon. 

   Adjusted values for all EFI cells in the entire forest management area were estimated 

using: 

   (3.8) 

where, Xk = total volume, total biomass or total carbon for the kth cell; GTVk = GTV for 

the kth cell;  = the mean ratio for the jth forest type (FUNA). 

Percent sampling error for volume, biomass and carbon for each FUNA type was 

estimated using Bruce’s formula (Goodman 1960; Yang et al. 2017): 

   (3.9) 

where,  

   (3.10) 

R X( ) j =
R X( )k

k=1

Pj

∑
Pj

R X( ) j X! R X( )k X!

Xk = GTVk ⋅R X( ) j

R(X)j

se%(X ) = se%2 XGTV( )+ se%2 GTV( )

se% Y( ) = 100 sY
Y

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
1
Y

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
=
CV Y( )
n
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where  = either XGTV or GTV;  = the associated standard error; s = standard 

deviation;  = coefficient of variation; and n = sample size.  

2.2.4 Comparison with CBM-CFS3 Estimates 

   Finally, the estimates derived here were compared with estimates derived using CBM-

CFS3 (Kurz et al. 2009). Merchantable volumes were derived from the total volumes 

using Honer’s merchantable volume ratios (Kershaw et al. 2007). Merchantable volume 

to GTV ratios were estimated for each FUNA and were used to adjust the EFI GTV 

values for each cell.  The adjusted merchantable volumes were then converted to C 

values using CBM-CFS3 with the associated leading species for each FUNA. 

Comparisons between our field data derived estimates and CBM derived estimates were 

made.  

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Field Plot Measurements 

    Table 3.3 shows the estimated mean and standard error of VBAR, BBAR and CBAR 

across different FUNAs. As shown in table 1, mean VBAR (m3×m-2) ranged from 4.3 to 

7.7 across FUNAs, mean BBAR (kg×m-2) ranged from 3962.42 to 10030.61 and mean 

CBAR (kg×m-2) ranged from 1933.42 to 4948.29. The XBAR did not vary much across 

the different FUNA types, except for SWMX. SWMX had the lowest VBAR but the 

largest BBAR of 10030.61 and largest CBAR of 4948.29 and the highest standard errors 

of 5299.08 and 2714.64 for BBAR and CBAR, respectively.  

Y s
Y

CV Y( )
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3.3.2 EFI adjustment 

Table 3.4 shows the mean correction ratios for GTV by FUNA and their associated 

standard errors. Standing tree carbon to GTV ratios (kg×m-3) ranged from 250.2 to 624.2 

across FUNAs and DWD carbon to GTV ratios (kg×m-3) ranged from 8.3 to 15.1 across 

different FUNA types (Table 3.4). From our results, the average standing tree C was 

estimated to be 58.7 Mg C×ha-1 with a 2.6% sampling error, and the average total DWD C 

was estimated to be 1.8 Mg C×ha-1 with a 6.7% sampling error (Table 3.5). For standing 

tree C, most cells fell into the 50 Mg C×ha-1 level of carbon storage (Figure 3.2). SWMX 

has the highest estimated standing tree C of 116.85 Mg C×ha-1, while THSW has the 

lowest estimated standing tree C of 33.4 Mg C×ha-1 (Table 3.5). For DWD C, most stands 

fell into the 1 - 2 Mg C×ha-1 level (Figure 3.3). WPMX had the highest DWD C estimated 

at 3.07 Mg C×ha-1, while THHW had the lowest estimated DWD C of 1.35 Mg C×ha-1 

(Table 3.5).  

3.3.3 Comparison with CBM-CFS3 estimation 

    Mean aboveground C (standing tree + DWD) was estimated to be 60.4 Mg C×ha-1 with 

2.6% sampling error for our field data derived estimates, compared to 65.9 Mg C×ha-1 

with 2.4% sampling error for the CBM-CFS3 derived estimates (Figure 3.4). CBM-CFS3 

carbon estimates in most of the FUNA types were higher than our field-based approach; 

however, many of the values between the two methods were very close. Seven of the ten 

FUNAs had CBM-CFS3 estimates that were greater than our field estimates, though only 

the IHSW estimate was significantly greater (p < .05). The biggest difference appeared in 
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SWMX FUNA type where field derived estimates were three times higher than CBM-

CFS3 derived estimates (Figure 3.4). The BFSW type also has significantly larger field 

estimates than the CBM-CFS3 estimates (Figure 3.4). Both of these types contained an 

abnormal tree large in diameter but short in height. 

3.4 Discussion 

Accurately and precisely estimating carbon storage is important for forest offset 

projects and for making management plans. Our study implemented a LiDAR assisted 

forest inventory and sampling to correct method for aboveground C estimation on the 

forest management area in 5CDSB Gagetown. Two components of aboveground C 

(standing trees and DWD) were estimated separately. From our results, the estimated 

standing tree C in our study area was 58.7 Mg C×ha-1 and DWD C was 1.8 Mg C×ha-1. 

And the overall aboveground C was estimated to be 60.4 Mg C×ha-1 with 2.6% sampling 

error. These estimates are about half of those reported by Smith et al. (2006) for mature 

northeastern US forests. 5CDSB was established in the 1960s by expropriating farmland 

in central New Brunswick. Much of the forests today are the product of old field 

revegetation, fires (prescribed or wild), extensive partial harvesting, and various 

undocumented military activities. The low C estimates reflect the heavy disturbance that 

this forest has undergone and are similar to those reported by Nunery and Keeton 

(Nunery and Keeton 2010) for partially harvested forests in New England.  

Our study shows an efficient approach for estimating carbon storage in a specific area 

based on a LiDAR-derived enhanced forest inventory. This approach could help local 

landowners or woodlot owners to characterize their carbon storage in their forest for the 
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purposes of entering carbon markets. The target sampling error for most forest protocols 

requirements for carbon estimation is ± 5% with 90% confidence interval (Climate 

Action Reserve 2017). Our results produced estimates of standing tree C using sampling 

to correct method that could generally meet this target. Leveraging the LiDAR-derived 

estimates aided in the estimation of aboveground carbon and can provide accurate 

estimates for local conditions. As Yang et al. (In Press) recently showed, further 

efficiency and accuracy can be achieved by using LiDAR attributes directly rather than 

LiDAR-derived estimates as was done here.  

As Iles (2003) points out, the covariates do not need to be correct, only consistent. The 

corrected estimates can be accurate even if the covariates are seriously biased (Hsu et al. 

In Prep). In our case, the EFI estimates were derived using Random Forest imputation 

(Breiman 2001) and plot matching algorithms. No actual field data from 5CDSB 

Gagetown was used. The plot matching along with other constraints resulted a skewed 

distribution of GTV values across the study area (Figure 3.5). As Hayashi et al. (2015) 

pointed out predictions from Random Forest imputation are not very transferable. The 

purpose of a probabilistic sample is to obtain an estimate of the total (Freese 1962; 

Cochran 1977; Iles 2003; Kershaw et al. 2016), everything else spreads that total over the 

landscape (Iles 2003). In this case, the EFI estimates are the spread and our field data are 

the sample. Thus, sampling to correct can overcome biases within the covariates and 

produce accurate, unbiased estimates, as shown here. Because of the biases in the 

covariate, the maps shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 will still have localized biases because 

the EFI estimates were constrained.   
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 The CBM-CFS3 model has been widely used to estimate greenhouse gas emissions 

and removals at stand, regional and national scales, and used to evaluate effects of 

disturbances and management practices on forest C stocks and dynamics in Canada 

(Hararuk et al. 2017). We compared the estimated C storage from our field derived 

method to the CBM-CFS3 derived estimates and found them to be very similar for most 

FUNA types except for the BFSW and SWMX types. In both cases, the differences were 

caused by two live large diameter trees short in height because of broken tops. The 

volume equations (Honer et al. 1983) provide accurate volume for these trees, but the 

biomass equations (Lambert et al. 2005) provided highly overestimated biomass because 

diameter carries a much heavier weight than height in the biomass. Because volume and 

biomass were separate estimates, and because SWMX had a very small sample in our 

field measurements, the effect of these trees were large. On the other hand, CBM-CFS3 

used mean merchantable volume for each FUNA type to predict biomass rather than 

directly estimating biomass from individual trees. Understanding sources of prediction 

errors within subsampling schemes is important. If these two trees are removed from our 

data, the results are similar to the other FUNAs.  

Sampling to correct method for carbon estimation are a potential option for estimating 

carbon storage for local regions and can yield accurate and precise estimates. The 

comparable estimates derived from sampling to correct method could provide 

information for landowners who are interested in quantifying C storage on their 

landscape and making appropriate forest offset management plans. The efficiency of the 

method coupled with big BAF sampling also makes this an affordable approach for many 

landowners.  
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Table 3.1 Summary of total number of EFI cells, sampled cells and mean GTV value (standard error 

in brackets) by FUNAs. 

FUNA Type Total Number of EFI 
cells 

Total Number of sample 
cells  Mean GTV (m3/ha) 

IHHW 153106 24 140.7 (0.15) 

IHSW 255154 40 139.3 (0.13) 

THHW 62216 11 149.7 (0.22) 

THSW 44973 9 113.6 (0.34) 

BFHW 186424 40 167.2 (0.16) 

BFSW 80065 18 178.6 (0.21) 

SPHW 119919 18 178.9 (0.19) 

SPSW 222582 31 173.9 (0.14) 

WPMX 64793 5 206.5 (0.21) 

SWMX 26530 4 187.2 (0.38) 
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Table 3.2 Dead woody debris (DWD) classification (adapted from Russell et al. (2013)). 

Decay 
Class 

Structural 
Integrity 

Texture of Rotten 
Portions 

Color of 
wood 

Invading 
Roots 

Branches 
and Twigs 

1 

Sound, freshly 
fallen, intact 
logs 

Intact, no rot; conks 
of stem decay absent 

Original 
color 

Absent If branches 
are present, 
five twigs 
are still 
attached and 
have tight 
bark 

2 

Sound Mostly intact; 
sapwood partly soft 
(starting to decay) but 
can't be pulled apart 
by hand 

Original 
color 

Absent If branches 
are present, 
many fine 
twigs are 
gone and 
remaining 
fine twigs 
have 
peeling bark 

3 

Heartwood 
sound; piece 
supports its own 
weight 

Hard, large pieces; 
sapwood can be 
pulled apart by hand 
or sapwood absent 

Reddish-
brown or 
original 
color 

Sapwood 
only 

Branch 
stubs will 
not pull out 

4 

Heartwood 
rotten; piece 
does not support 
its own weight, 
but maintains its 
shape 

Soft, small blocky 
pieces; a metal pin 
can be pushed into 
heartwood 

Reddish 
or light 
brown 

Throughou
t 

Branch 
stubs pull 
out 

5 

None, piece on 
longer maintain 
its shape, it 
spreads out on 
ground 

Soft; powdery when 
dry 

Red-
brown to 
dark 
brown 

Throughou
t 

Branch 
stubs and 
pitch 
pockets 
have usually 
rotted down 
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Table 3.3 Mean, standard error (in brackets) and range (in braces) of estimated basal area ratios by 

Forest Type (FUNA). 

FUNA1 Basal Area Ratios 
 Volume (m3×m-2) Biomass (kg×m-2) Carbon (kg×m-2) 
IHHW 7.7 (0.45) 5370.2 (395.04) 2625.8 (199.07) 

{4.1, 10.6} {3453.39, 9451.99} {1626.2, 4691.0} 
IHSW 6.8 (0.44) 4453.8 (237.21) 2170.8 (112.10) 

{3.0, 9.1} {3076.3, 6210.1} {1493.6, 3003.8} 
THHW 6.7 (0.72) 4455.0 (347.87) 2141.6 (163.48) 

{4.5, 8.8} {3408.6, 5360.5} {1654.9, 2515.1} 
THSW 6.9 (0.79) 4198.7 (614.12) 2053.5 (302.68) 

{5.4, 9.0} {3095.6, 5741.2} {1502.9, 2792.5} 
BFHW 6.0 (0.26) 3962.4 (189.57) 1933.4 (90.89) 

{3.5, 9.0} {3073.6, 6197.6} {1512.2, 2997.8} 
BFSW 4.9 (0.96) 4037.6 (616.52) 1957.8 (297.09) 

{1.4, 7.1} {2591.4, 7324.0} {1260.4, 3542.6} 
SPHW 6.6 (0.65) 4942.4 (433.31) 2416.9 (215.41) 

{3.8, 11.5} {2863.1, 7217.1} {1390.0, 3581.9} 
SPSW 6.6 (0.36) 4314.7 (179.84) 2128.7 (89.01) 

{1.3, 11.6} {2824.8, 7839.0} {1330.2, 3950.1} 
WPMX 6.8 (1.15) 4512.8 (256.01) 2231.3 (125.51) 

{3.3, 8.9} {3754.5, 5346.9} {1826.2, 2517.8} 
SWMX 4.3 (1.81) 10030.6 (5299.08) 4948.3 (2714.64) 

{1.3, 7.5} {3367.5, 20499.6} {1634.9, 10329.8} 
1IHHW = intolerant hardwood;  IHSW = intolerant hardwood, softwood mix; THHW = tolerant 

hardwood; THSW = tolerant hardwood, softwood mix; BFHW = balsam fir, hardwood mix; BFSW = 

balsam fir, softwood mix; SPHW = spruce, hardwood mix; SPSW = spruce, softwood mix; WPMX = 

white pine, mixed species; SWMX = softwood mixed species  
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Table 3.4 Corrected ratios for the EFI cells’ GTV values for standing C, DWD C by FUNAs (see 

Table 3 for FUNA ids). 

GFUNA Standing Carbon: GTV 
(kg×m-3) 

DWD Carbon: GTV 
(kg×m-3) 

IHHW 552.5 (45.20) 13.3 (2.13) 
IHSW 348.9 (21.92) 10.1 (1.54) 
THHW 383.7 (39.46) 9.0 (2.23) 
THSW 293.9 (57.62) 12.8 (4.08) 
BFHW 312.5 (18.74) 9.5 (1.57) 
BFSW 347.5 (28.67) 15.1 (6.66) 
SPHW 413.2 (25.45) 13.5 (2.58) 
SPSW 318.9 (15.95) 8.3 (0.98) 
WPMX 250.2 (23.69) 14.9 (2.41) 
SWMX 624.2 (152.97) 10.1 (3.76) 
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Table 3.5 Mean and standard error (in brackets) of estimated standing live carbon, DWD carbon by 

FUNAs (see Table 3 for FUNA ids). 

GFUNA Mean standing live carbon (Mg C×ha-1) Mean DWD carbon (Mg C×ha-1) 
IHHW 77.8 (6.36) 1.9 (0.30) 
IHSW 48.6 (3.05) 1.4 (0.20) 
THHW 57.4 (5.91) 1.4 (0.33) 
THSW 33.4 (6.55) 1.5 (0.46) 
BFHW 52.3 (3.13) 1.6 (0.26) 
BFSW 62.1 (5.12) 2.7 (1.19) 
SPHW 73.9 (4.56) 2.4 (0.46) 
SPSW 55.5 (2.77) 1.4 (0.17) 
WPMX 51.7 (4.89) 3.2 (0.50) 
SWMX 116.9(28.64) 1.9 (0.70) 
Weighted 
Mean 58.7 (1.55) 1.8 (0.12) 
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Figure 3.1 Map of 5CDSB Gagetown location (marked as a star on the bottom left map) and forest 

management area (grey area) location within 5CDSB Gagetown. 
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Figure 3.2 Standing live carbon distribution across the forest management area. 
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Figure 3.3 Dead woody debris carbon distribution across the forest management area. 
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Figure 3.4 Field derived total aboveground C estimation versus CBM-CFS3 estimation (see Table 3 

for FUNA ids). 
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Figure 3.5 Histogram of enhance forest inventory gross total volume (GTV) distribution across study 

area (by 20m EFI cells). 
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Chapter 4 Conclusions 
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4.1 Conclusion 

This thesis implemented variable probability sampling into carbon inventories and 

explored a new approach for carbon estimation. In Chapter 2, I explored how big BAF 

sampling could be extended to include carbon estimation, and in Chapter 3, I explored 

applications of list sampling and ratio estimation for carbon estimation using LiDAR 

derived enhanced forest inventories (EFI). 

 From previous studies, variable probability sampling, in the form of big BAF 

sampling, has been shown to be efficient for volume estimation (Marshall et al. 2004; 

Yang et al. 2017). However, there is little implementation of variable probability 

sampling methods for carbon estimation. Our results indicated that the efficiency of big 

BAF sampling could be extended to estimating carbon. At the individual tree selection 

level, our results showed that big BAF sampling is a very efficient sampling method for 

estimating carbon through the use of CBAR, the carbon to basal area ratio. Inventory 

costs could be significantly reduced by choosing appropriate count basal area factors 

(cBAF) and measure basal area factors (mBAF) combination. The costs of using big BAF 

sampling could be ten times lower than a full inventory using horizontal point sampling.  

The big BAF study addressed tree selection at the plot level, the second study 

addressed plot selection at the forest level. EFI estimates are readily available in New 

Brunswick and are becoming more widely available and freely available. Variable 

probability sampling with ratio estimation is a logical approach for leveraging these 

estimates for local calibration of volume, biomass, or carbon (Hsu et al. In Review).  Our 

case study at the 5th Canadian Division Base Gagetown showed that list sampling was an 

efficient sampling method for carbon inventory to calibrate EFI total volume estimates. 
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The approach of estimating aboveground carbon by sampling to correct EFI estimates 

was tested to be efficient and accurate. The sampling error of 2.3% for aboveground 

carbon meets the requirements of forest projects and protocols (Brown 2002; Pearson et 

al. 2007). And the similar estimated value compared with CBM-CFS3 derived estimates 

could provide reliable estimation on forest lands for forest managers and landowners to 

satisfy policy requirements. The sample design combination of list sampling with big 

BAF sample plots could be used for future carbon inventories to save time, human 

efforts, and costs. The listed plots could serve as the basis for subsequent growth 

projections and verification procedures.  

Forests can be managed to sequestrate additional atmospheric C (Neilson et al. 2008). 

Quantifying carbon storage in forest lands is important for development of forest 

management strategies for the purpose of reducing atmospheric C (Moroni et al. 2010). 

The cost constraints faced by the small landowners motivate new options for quantifying 

C stocks (Russell-Roy et al. 2014). The variable probability sampling schemes applied to 

carbon inventory in this thesis provide new options. The reliable and cost-efficient 

approach from this study may open the door for small landowners to enter the carbon 

market. 

4.2 Future work: forest project verification 

This thesis shows a new approach for quantifying the aboveground carbon storage. 

However, for making a forest management plan, it is also important for forest managers 

to predict the changes in carbon stocks due to management practices (Neilson et al. 2007) 

and understand the verification process to gain carbon credits.  
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Forest protocols, such as Climate Action Reserve (CAR) and Verified Carbon Standard 

(VCS), have provided requirements and guidelines for small landowners to verify the 

GHG reductions and removals on their forest lands. According to these forest protocols, 

verification activities may include review of the criteria based on the requirements of the 

forest protocols, inventory of carbon stocks, assessment of the quality of data used in the 

project and assessment of the associated risk (Brown 2002; Climate Action Reserve 

2017). Specific lists of the detailed verification items under each verification activity are 

provided by each agency. For the verification of baseline modeling of onsite carbon 

stocks, the verification items include the forest inventory method, estimated aboveground 

C stocks results, 100-year forest management simulation projections and descriptions of 

forest management activities (Climate Action Reserve 2017).  

In the above chapters, the inventory method and results of estimated aboveground C 

stocks have been illustrated and tested to be efficient and accurate. Volume yield table of 

the listed plots could be generated using the Acadian variant (Weiskittel et al. 2013) of 

the Forest Vegetation Simulator (FVS), which is an individual tree- and stand- level 

growth and yield model (Crookston and Dixon 2005). Then the C yield projection could 

be simulated using Carbon Budget Model of the Canadian Forest Sector (CBM-CFS3) 

(Kurz et al. 2009). The on-the-ground verification process could be conducted using the 

listed plots as developed in the case study presented in chapter 3. Because we used big 

BAF samples, growth calculations would need to use one of the horizontal point sample 

methods described by Iles (2003) or Kershaw et al. (2016). Growth projections with big 

BAF samples plots has not been studied and represents a crucial next step in developing a 

variable probability sampling approach for carbon estimation and verification. While 
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growth estimates tend to be more complicated for horizontal point estimates (Kershaw et 

al. 2016), the efficiencies in sampling gained from using HPS or big BAF sampling most 

likely outweighs the additional efforts required to obtain growth estimates.   
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Appendix A. Design effects for total inventory costs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

costs sample design 1 2/4 2/8 2/12 2/16 2/20 2/24 2/28 2/32 2/36 4/4 4/8 4/12 4/16 4/20 4/24 4/28 4/32 4/36 8/8 8/12 8/16 8/20 8/24 8/28 8/32 8/36 12/12 12/16 12/20 12/24 12/28 12/32 12/36
sample design 2 4405.31 3858.89 3700.18 3638.23 3614.85 3610.65 3617.33 3630.74 3648.57 4936.34 4226.63 4009.14 3914.58 3836.25 3848.09 3809.72 3811.82 3819.54 4826.53 4529.84 4393.43 4321.07 4280.68 4258.52 4247.72 4244.45 5270.62 5080.81 4975.24 4911.74 4872.26 4847.76 4833.23
2/4 4405.31 1.00 0.88 0.84 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.83 1.12 0.96 0.91 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.86 0.87 0.87 1.10 1.03 1.00 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.96 1.20 1.15 1.13 1.11 1.11 1.13 1.10
2/8 3858.89 1.14 1.00 0.96 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.95 1.28 1.10 1.04 1.01 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.25 1.17 1.14 1.12 1.11 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.37 1.32 1.29 1.27 1.26 1.29 1.25
2/12 3700.18 1.19 1.04 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.99 1.33 1.14 1.08 1.06 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.30 1.22 1.19 1.17 1.16 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.42 1.37 1.34 1.33 1.32 1.34 1.31
2/16 3638.23 1.21 1.06 1.02 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.36 1.16 1.10 1.08 1.05 1.06 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.33 1.25 1.21 1.19 1.18 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.45 1.40 1.37 1.35 1.34 1.37 1.33
2/20 3614.85 1.22 1.07 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.37 1.17 1.11 1.08 1.06 1.06 1.05 1.05 1.06 1.34 1.25 1.22 1.20 1.18 1.18 1.18 1.17 1.46 1.41 1.38 1.36 1.35 1.38 1.34
2/24 3610.65 1.22 1.07 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.37 1.17 1.11 1.08 1.06 1.07 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.34 1.25 1.22 1.20 1.19 1.18 1.18 1.18 1.46 1.41 1.38 1.36 1.35 1.38 1.34
2/28 3617.33 1.22 1.07 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.36 1.17 1.11 1.08 1.06 1.06 1.05 1.05 1.06 1.33 1.25 1.21 1.19 1.18 1.18 1.17 1.17 1.46 1.40 1.38 1.36 1.35 1.38 1.34
2/32 3630.74 1.21 1.06 1.02 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.36 1.16 1.10 1.08 1.06 1.06 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.33 1.25 1.21 1.19 1.18 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.45 1.40 1.37 1.35 1.34 1.37 1.33
2/36 3648.57 1.21 1.06 1.01 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.35 1.16 1.10 1.07 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.04 1.05 1.32 1.24 1.20 1.18 1.17 1.17 1.16 1.16 1.44 1.39 1.36 1.35 1.34 1.36 1.32
4/4 4936.34 0.89 0.78 0.75 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.74 0.74 1.00 0.86 0.81 0.79 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.98 0.92 0.89 0.88 0.87 0.86 0.86 0.86 1.07 1.03 1.01 1.00 0.99 1.01 0.98
4/8 4226.63 1.04 0.91 0.88 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.86 0.86 1.17 1.00 0.95 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.14 1.07 1.04 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.25 1.20 1.18 1.16 1.15 1.18 1.14
4/12 4009.14 1.10 0.96 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.91 1.23 1.05 1.00 0.98 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.95 1.20 1.13 1.10 1.08 1.07 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.31 1.27 1.24 1.23 1.22 1.24 1.21
4/16 3914.58 1.13 0.99 0.95 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.93 1.26 1.08 1.02 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.98 1.23 1.16 1.12 1.10 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.08 1.35 1.30 1.27 1.25 1.24 1.27 1.23
4/20 3836.25 1.15 1.01 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.95 1.29 1.10 1.05 1.02 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.26 1.18 1.15 1.13 1.12 1.11 1.11 1.11 1.37 1.32 1.30 1.28 1.27 1.30 1.26
4/24 3848.09 1.14 1.00 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.95 1.28 1.10 1.04 1.02 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.25 1.18 1.14 1.12 1.11 1.11 1.10 1.10 1.37 1.32 1.29 1.28 1.27 1.29 1.26
4/28 3809.72 1.16 1.01 0.97 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.96 1.30 1.11 1.05 1.03 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.27 1.19 1.15 1.13 1.12 1.12 1.11 1.11 1.38 1.33 1.31 1.29 1.28 1.31 1.27
4/32 3811.82 1.16 1.01 0.97 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.96 1.30 1.11 1.05 1.03 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.27 1.19 1.15 1.13 1.12 1.12 1.11 1.11 1.38 1.33 1.31 1.29 1.28 1.31 1.27
4/36 3819.54 1.15 1.01 0.97 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.96 1.29 1.11 1.05 1.02 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.26 1.19 1.15 1.13 1.12 1.11 1.11 1.11 1.38 1.33 1.30 1.29 1.28 1.30 1.27
8/8 4826.53 0.91 0.80 0.77 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.76 1.02 0.88 0.83 0.81 0.79 0.80 0.79 0.79 0.79 1.00 0.94 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.88 1.09 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.03 1.00
8/12 4529.84 0.97 0.85 0.82 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.81 1.09 0.93 0.89 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.84 0.84 0.84 1.07 1.00 0.97 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 1.16 1.12 1.10 1.08 1.08 1.10 1.07
8/16 4393.43 1.00 0.88 0.84 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.83 0.83 1.12 0.96 0.91 0.89 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.87 1.10 1.03 1.00 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 1.20 1.16 1.13 1.12 1.11 1.13 1.10
8/20 4321.07 1.02 0.89 0.86 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 1.14 0.98 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.88 1.12 1.05 1.02 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98 1.22 1.18 1.15 1.14 1.13 1.15 1.12
8/24 4280.68 1.03 0.90 0.86 0.85 0.84 0.84 0.85 0.85 0.85 1.15 0.99 0.94 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.89 1.13 1.06 1.03 1.01 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.23 1.19 1.16 1.15 1.14 1.16 1.13
8/28 4258.52 1.03 0.91 0.87 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.86 1.16 0.99 0.94 0.92 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.90 0.90 1.13 1.06 1.03 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.24 1.19 1.17 1.15 1.14 1.17 1.13
8/32 4247.72 1.04 0.91 0.87 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.86 1.16 1.00 0.94 0.92 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.14 1.07 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.24 1.20 1.17 1.16 1.15 1.17 1.14
8/36 4244.45 1.04 0.91 0.87 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.86 0.86 1.16 1.00 0.94 0.92 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.14 1.07 1.04 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.24 1.20 1.17 1.16 1.15 1.17 1.14
12/12 5270.62 0.84 0.73 0.70 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.94 0.80 0.76 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.92 0.86 0.83 0.82 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 1.00 0.96 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.94 0.92
12/16 5080.81 0.87 0.76 0.73 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.72 0.97 0.83 0.79 0.77 0.76 0.76 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.95 0.89 0.86 0.85 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 1.04 1.00 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.98 0.95
12/20 4975.24 0.89 0.78 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.99 0.85 0.81 0.79 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.97 0.91 0.88 0.87 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.85 1.06 1.02 1.00 0.99 0.98 1.00 0.97
12/24 4911.74 0.90 0.79 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 1.01 0.86 0.82 0.80 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.98 0.92 0.89 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.86 0.86 1.07 1.03 1.01 1.00 0.99 1.01 0.98
12/28 4872.26 0.90 0.79 0.76 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.75 0.75 1.01 0.87 0.82 0.80 0.79 0.79 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.99 0.93 0.90 0.89 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.87 1.08 1.04 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.02 0.99
12/32 4847.76 0.91 0.80 0.76 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.02 0.87 0.83 0.81 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 1.00 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 1.09 1.05 1.03 1.01 1.01 1.03 1.00
12/36 4833.23 0.91 0.80 0.77 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.02 0.87 0.83 0.81 0.79 0.80 0.79 0.79 0.79 1.00 0.94 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.88 1.09 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.03 1.00
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